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Abstract

We investigate Referring Image Segmentation001
(RIS), which outputs a segmentation map cor-002
responding to the natural language description.003
Addressing RIS efficiently requires consider-004
ing the interactions happening across visual005
and linguistic modalities and the interactions006
within each modality. Existing methods are007
limited because they either compute different008
forms of interactions sequentially (leading to009
error propagation) or ignore intramodal interac-010
tions. We address this limitation by performing011
all three interactions simultaneously through012
a Synchronous Multi-Modal Fusion Module013
(SFM). Moreover, to produce refined segmen-014
tation masks, we propose a novel Hierarchical015
Cross-Modal Aggregation Module (HCAM),016
where linguistic features facilitate the exchange017
of contextual information across the visual hi-018
erarchy. We present thorough ablation studies019
and validate our approach’s performance on020
four benchmark datasets, showing considerable021
performance gains over the existing state-of-022
the-art (SOTA) methods.023

1 Introduction024

Traditional computer vision tasks like detection025

and segmentation have dealt with a pre-defined set026

of categories, limiting their scalability and practi-027

cality. Substituting the pre-defined categories with028

natural language expressions (NLE) is a logical ex-029

tension to counteract the above problems. Indeed,030

this is how humans interact with objects in their031

environment; for example, the phrase “the kid run-032

ning after the butterfly" requires localizing only the033

child running after the butterfly and not the other034

kids. Formally, the task of localizing objects based035

on NLE is known as Visual Grounding. Existing036

works either approach the grounding problem by037

predicting a bounding box around the referred ob-038

ject or a segmentation mask corresponding to the039

referred object. We focus on the latter approach,040

as a segmentation mask can effectively pinpoint041

Figure 1: Unlike existing methods which model interac-
tions in a sequential manner, we synchronously model
the Intra-Modal and Inter-Modal interactions across vi-
sual and linguistic modalities. Here, Mv and Mt repre-
sent Visual and Linguistic Modalities, and {-} represents
interactions between them.

the exact location and capture the actual shape of 042

the referred object. The task is formally known as 043

Referring Image Segmentation (RIS). 044

RIS requires understanding both visual and lin- 045

guistic modalities at an individual level, specifically 046

word-word and region-region interactions. Addi- 047

tionally, a mutual understanding of both modalities 048

is required to identify the referred object from the 049

linguistic expression and localize it in the image. 050

For instance, to ground a sentence “whatever is 051

on the truck", it is necessary to understand the re- 052

lationship between words as grounding just the 053

individual words will not work. Similarly, region- 054

to-region interactions in visual modality help group 055

semantically similar regions, e.g., all regions be- 056

longing to the truck. Finally, to identify the referent 057

regions, we need to transfer the distinctive informa- 058

tion about the referent from the linguistic modality 059

to the visual modality; this is taken care of by the 060

cross-modal word-region interactions. The current 061

SOTA methods (Yang et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2021; 062

Huang et al., 2020; Hui et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2020) 063

take a modular approach, where these interactions 064

happen in parts, sequentially. 065

Different methods differ in how they model these 066

interactions. (Huang et al., 2020) first perform a 067
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region-word alignment (cross-modal interaction).068

The second stage takes these alignments as input069

to select relevant image regions corresponding to070

the referent. (Yang et al., 2021) and (Hui et al.,071

2020) use the dependency tree structure of the re-072

ferring expression for the reasoning stage instead.073

(Hu et al., 2020) select a suitable combination of074

words for each region, followed by selecting the075

relevant regions corresponding to referent based076

on the affinities with other regions. The perfor-077

mance of the initial stages bounds these approaches.078

Furthermore, they ignore the crucial intra-modal079

interactions for RIS.080

In this paper, we perform all three forms of inter-081

actions simultaneously. We propose a Synchronous082

Multi-Modal Fusion Module (SFM) which cap-083

tures the inter-modal and intra-modal interactions084

between visual and linguistic modalities in a single085

step. Intra-modal interactions handle the cases for086

identifying the relevant set of words and semanti-087

cally similar image regions. Inter-modal interac-088

tions transfer contextual information across modali-089

ties. Additionally, we propose a novel Hierarchical090

Cross-Modal Aggregation Module (HCAM) to ex-091

change contextual information relevant to referent092

across visual hierarchies and refine the referred093

object’s segmentation mask.094

We motivate the benefits of simultaneous inter-095

actions over sequential in Figure 1 by presenting096

a failure case of the latter. For the given referring097

expression "anywhere, not on the people", sequen-098

tial approaches fail to identify the correct word to099

be grounded, and the error gets propagated till the100

end. CMPC (Huang et al., 2020) which predicts the101

referent word from the expression in the first stage,102

identifies "people" as the referent (middle image in103

Figure 1) and completely misses "anywhere" which104

is the correct entity to ground. Similarly, (Yang105

et al., 2021), and (Hui et al., 2020), which utilize106

dependency tree structure to govern their reasoning107

process, identify the referred entity "anywhere" as108

an adverb from the dependency tree. However, con-109

sidering the expression in context with the image,110

the word "anywhere" should be perceived as a "pro-111

noun". The proposed SFM module successfully112

addresses the aforementioned limitations. Overall,113

our work makes the following contributions:-114

1. We propose SFM to reason over regions,115

words, and region-word features in a syn-116

chronous manner, allowing each modality to117

focus on relevant semantic information to118

identify the referred object. 119

2. We propose a novel HCAM module, which 120

routes hierarchical visual information through 121

linguistic features to produce a refined seg- 122

mentation mask. 123

3. We present thorough quantitative and qualita- 124

tive experiments to demonstrate the efficacy of 125

our approach and show notable performance 126

gains on four RIS benchmarks. 127

2 Related Work 128

Referring Expression Comprehension: Local- 129

izing a bounding box/proposals based on an NLE 130

is a task commonly referred to as Referring Ex- 131

pression Comprehension (REC). The majority of 132

methods for REC learn a joint embedding space for 133

visual and linguistic modalities and differ in how 134

joint space is computed and how it is used. Earlier 135

methods, (Hu et al., 2016b; Rohrbach et al., 2016; 136

Plummer et al., 2018) used joint embedding space 137

as a metric space to rank proposal features with 138

linguistic features. Later methods like (Yang et al., 139

2019; Deng et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2020) utilized 140

attention over the proposals to select the appro- 141

priate one. More Recent Methods like (Lu et al., 142

2019; Chen et al., 2020) utilize transformer-based 143

architecture to project multi-modal features to com- 144

mon semantic space. Specifically, they utilize a 145

self-attention mechanism to align proposal-level 146

features with linguistic features. In our work, we 147

utilize pixel-level image features which are cru- 148

cial for the task of RIS. Additionally, compared to 149

(Lu et al., 2019), we explicitly capture inter-modal 150

and intra-modal interactions between visual and 151

linguistic modalities. 152

Referring Image Segmentation: Bounding Box- 153

based methods in REC are limited in their capabil- 154

ities to capture the inherent shape of the referred 155

object, which led to the proposal of the RIS task. 156

It was first introduced in (Hu et al., 2016a), where 157

they generate the referent’s segmentation mask by 158

directly concatenating visual features from CNN 159

with tiled language features from LSTM. (Li et al., 160

2018) generates refined segmentation masks by in- 161

corporating multi-scale semantic information from 162

the image. Since each word in expression makes a 163

different contribution in identifying the desired ob- 164

ject, (Shi et al., 2018) model visual context for each 165

word separately using query attention. (Ye et al., 166

2019) uses a self-attention mechanism to capture 167

long-range correlations between visual and textual 168
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Figure 2: The proposed network architecture. Synchronous Multi-Modal Fusion captures pixel-pixel, word-word
and pixel-word interaction. Hierarchical Cross-Modal Aggregation exchanges information across modalities and

hierarchies to selectively aggregate context relevant to the referent.

modalities. Recent works (Hu et al., 2020; Huang169

et al., 2020; Hui et al., 2020) utilize cross-modal170

attention to model multi-modal context, (Hui et al.,171

2020; Yang et al., 2021) use dependency tree struc-172

ture and (Huang et al., 2020) use coarse labelling173

for each word in the expression for selective context174

modelling. Most of the existing works capture Inter175

and Intra modal interactions separately to model176

the context for referent. In this work, we concur-177

rently model the comprehensive interactions across178

visual and linguistic modalities.179

3 Method180

Given an image and a natural language referring181

expression, the goal is to predict a pixel-level seg-182

mentation mask corresponding to the referred en-183

tity described by the expression. The overall ar-184

chitecture of the network is illustrated in Figure 2.185

Visual features for the image are extracted using186

a CNN backbone, and linguistic features for the187

referring expression are extracted using a LSTM. A188

Synchronous Multi-Modal Fusion Module (SFM)189

simultaneously aligns visual regions with textual190

words and jointly reasons about both modalities191

to identify the multi-modal context relevant to the192

referent. SFM is applied to hierarchical visual fea-193

tures extracted from CNN backbone since hierar-194

chical features are better suited for segmentation195

tasks (Ye et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019; Hu et al.,196

2020). A novel Hierarchical Cross-Modal Aggrega-197

tion module (HCAM) is applied to effectively fuse198

SFM’s multi-level output and produce a refined199

segmentation mask for the referent. We describe200

the feature extraction process in the next section, 201

and both SFM and HCAM modules are described 202

in the subsequent sections. 203

3.1 Feature Extraction 204

Our network takes an image and a natural language 205

expression as input. We extract hierarchical vi- 206

sual features for an image from a CNN backbone. 207

Through pooling and convolution operations, all hi- 208

erarchical visual features are transformed to the 209

same spatial resolution and channel dimension. 210

Final visual features for each level are of shape 211

RCv×H×W , with H , W and Cv being the height, 212

width, and channel dimension of the visual features. 213

Final visual features are denoted as {V2, V3, V4}, 214

corresponding to layers 2, 3 and 4 of the CNN 215

backbone. For ease of readability, we denote the 216

visual features as V . GloVe embeddings for each 217

word in the referring expression are then passed 218

as input to LSTM. The hidden feature of LSTM at 219

ith time step li ∈ RCl , is used to denote the word 220

feature for the ith word in the expression. The fi- 221

nal linguistic feature of the expression is denoted 222

as L = {l1, l2, ..., lT }, where T is the number of 223

words in the referring expression. 224

3.2 Synchronous Multi-Modal Fusion 225

In this section, we describe the Synchronous Multi- 226

Modal Fusion Module (SFM). To successfully seg- 227

ment the referent, we need to identify the semantic 228

information relevant to it in both the visual and 229

linguistic modalities. We capture comprehensive 230

intra-modal and inter-modal interactions explicitly 231
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in a synchronous manner, allowing us to jointly232

reason about visual and linguistic modalities while233

considering the contextual information from both.234

Hierarchical visual features V ∈ RCv×H×W235

and linguistic word-level features L ∈ RCl×T are236

passed as input to SFM, with Cv = Cl = C. We237

flatten the spatial dimensions of visual features and238

perform a lengthwise concatenation with linguis-239

tic feature, followed by layer normalization to get240

multi-modal feature X of shape RC×(HW+T ). We241

then add separate positional embedding Pv and Pl242

to visual Xv ∈ RC×HW and linguistic Xl ∈ RC×T243

part of X to distinguish between visual and linguis-244

tic part. Finally, we apply multi-head attention245

over X to capture the inter-modal and intra-modal246

interactions between visual and linguistic modali-247

ties. Specifically, pixel-pixel, word-word and word-248

pixel interactions are captured. Pixel-pixel and249

word-word interactions help in independently iden-250

tifying semantically similar pixels and words in251

their respective modalities, pixel-word interaction252

helps in identifying corresponding pixels and words253

with similar contextual semantics across modalities.254

255

X = LayerNorm(V ⊙ L)

X = X + (Pv ⊙ Pl)

F = MultiHead(X)

(1)256

Here, ⊙ is length-wise concatenation, F is the257

final output of SFM module having same shape258

as X . We process all hierarchical visual features259

{V2, V3, V4} individually through SFM, resulting260

in hierarchical cross-modal output {F2, F3, F4}.261

3.3 Hierarchical Cross-Modal Aggregation262

Hierarchical visual features of CNN capture differ-263

ent aspects of images. As a result, depending on264

the hierarchy, visual features can focus on differ-265

ent aspects of the linguistic expression. In order266

to predict a refined segmentation mask, different267

hierarchies should be in agreement regarding the268

image regions to focus on. Therefore, all visual269

hierarchical features should also focus on image270

regions corresponding to linguistic context from271

other hierarchies. This will ensure that all hierarchi-272

cal features are focusing on common regions. We273

propose a novel Hierarchical Cross-Modal Aggre-274

gation (HCAM) module for this purpose. HCAM275

includes two key steps: (1) Hierarchical Cross-276

Modal Exchange, and (2) Hierarchical Aggrega-277

tion. Both steps are illustrated in Figure 3.278

Tile

Reshape

Conv

Conv

Length-Wise Average

Element-Wise Sum

Hierarchical Cross-Modal Exchange

Tile

Element-Wise Product

Element-Wise Sum

Hierarchical Aggregation

Figure 3: Our Novel Hierarchical Cross-Modal Aggre-
gation Module consisting of Hierarchical Cross-Modal
Exchange and Hierarchical Aggregation steps.

Hierarchical Cross-Modal Exchange: During 279

the HCME step, we calculate the affinity weights 280

Λij between the jth layer’s linguistic context f l
j and 281

the spatial regions for ith layer’s visual features fv
i , 282

where fv
i and f l

i are the visual and linguistic part 283

of ith layer’s output of SFM Fi. 284

Λij = σ(Conv([fv
i ; f

lavg
j ])) (2) 285

Here Λij ∈ RC×H×W , f lavg
j ∈ RC is the global 286

linguistic context for jth layer and is computed as 287

length-wise average of linguistic features f l
j , σ is 288

the sigmoid function. Here, f lavg
j act as a bridge 289

to route linguistic context from jth layer to spatial 290

regions of ith layer’s visual hierarchy. Similarly, 291

Λik is computed with i ̸= j ̸= k, allowing for 292

cross-modal exchange between all permutations of 293

visual and linguistic hierarchical features. 294

Hierarchical Aggregation: After computing 295

the affinity weights Λij , we perform a layer-wise 296

contextual aggregation. For each layer, visual con- 297

text from other hierarchies is aggregated in the 298

following way: 299

gi = fv
i +

∑
j ̸=i

Λij ◦ fv
j

G = Conv3D([g2; g3; g4])

(3) 300

Here, ◦ is element-wise product and [; ] repre- 301

sents stacking features along length dimension, ie:- 302

R3×C×H×W dimensional feature. gi ∈ RC×H×W 303

contains the relevant regions corresponding to the 304

linguistic context from the other two hierarchies. 305

Finally, we use 3D convolution to aggregate gi’s to 306

include the common regions corresponding to the 307

linguistic context from all visual hierarchies. G is 308

the final multi-modal context for referent. 309
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3.4 Mask Generation310

Finally, G is passed through Atrous Spatial Pyra-311

mid Pooling (ASPP) decoder (Chen et al., 2018)312

and Up-sampling convolution to predict final seg-313

mentation mask S. Pixel-level binary cross-entropy314

loss is applied to predicted segmentation map S and315

the ground truth segmentation mask Y to train the316

entire network end-to-end.317

318
4 Experiments319

4.1 Experimental Setup320

We conduct experiments on four Referring Image321

Segmentation datasets. UNC (Yu et al., 2016) con-322

tains 19,994 images taken from MS-COCO (Lin323

et al., 2014) with 142,209 referring expressions324

corresponding to 50,000 objects. Referring Expres-325

sions for this dataset contain words indicating the326

location of the object. UNC+ (Yu et al., 2016)327

is also based on images from MS-COCO. It con-328

tains 19,992 images, with 141,564 referring expres-329

sions corresponding to 50,000 objects. In UNC+,330

the expression describes the object based on their331

appearance and context within the scene without332

using spatial words. G-Ref (Mao et al., 2016) is333

also curated using images from MS-COCO. It con-334

tains 26,711 images, with 104,560 referring expres-335

sions for 50,000 objects. G-Ref contains longer336

sentences with an average length of 8.4 words;337

compared to other datasets which have an aver-338

age sentence length of less than 4 words. Referit339

(Kazemzadeh et al., 2014) comprises of 19,894340

images collected from IAPR TC-12 dataset. It in-341

cludes 130,525 expressions for 96,654 objects. It342

contains unstructured regions (e.g., sky, mountains,343

and ground) as ground truth segmentations.344

4.2 Implementation details345

We experiment with two backbones,346

DeepLabv3+ (Chen et al., 2018) and Resnet-101347

for image feature extraction. Like previous348

works (Ye et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019; Hu et al.,349

2020), DeepLabv3+ is pre-trained on Pascal VOC350

semantic segmentation task while Resnet-101351

is pre-trained on Imagenet Classification task,352

and both backbone’s parameters are fixed during353

training. For multi-level features, we extract354

features from the last three blocks of CNN back-355

bone. We conduct experiments at two different356

image resolutions, 320× 320 and 448× 448 with357

H = W = 18. We use GLoVe embeddings (Pen-358

nington et al., 2014) pre-trained on Common359

Crawl 840B tokens to initialize word embedding 360

for words in the expressions. The maximum 361

number of words in the linguistic expression is set 362

to 25. We use LSTM for extracting textual features. 363

The network is trained using AdamW optimizer 364

with batch size set to 50; the initial learning rate 365

is set to 1.2e−4 and weight decay of 9e−5 is used. 366

The initial learning rate is gradually decreased 367

using polynomial decay with a power of 0.7. We 368

train our network on each dataset separately. 369

Evaluation Metrics: Following previous 370

works (Ye et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019; Hu et al., 371

2020), we evaluate the performance of our model 372

using overall Intersection-over-Union (overall IoU) 373

and Precision@X as metrics. Overall IoU met- 374

ric calculates the ratio of the intersection and the 375

union computed between the predicted segmenta- 376

tion mask and the ground truth mask over all test 377

samples. Precision@X metric calculates the per- 378

centage of test samples having IoU greater than the 379

threshold X , with X ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. 380

4.3 Comparison with State of the Art 381

We evaluate our method’s performance on four 382

benchmark datasets and present the results in Ta- 383

ble 1. Since three of the datasets are derived from 384

MS-COCO and have significant overlap with each 385

other, pre-training on MS-COCO can give mislead- 386

ing results and should be avoided. Hence, we only 387

compare against methods for which the backbone is 388

pre-trained on Pascal VOC. Our approach, SHNet 389

(SFM+HCAM), achieves state-of-the-art perfor- 390

mance on three datasets without post-processing. 391

In contrast, most previous methods present results 392

after post-processing through a Dense Conditional 393

Random Field (Dense CRF). 394

The expressions in UNC+ avoid using positional 395

words while referring to objects; instead, they are 396

more descriptive about their attributes and rela- 397

tionships. Consistent performance gains on the 398

UNC+ dataset at all splits showcases the effec- 399

tiveness of utilizing comprehensive interactions 400

simultaneously across visual and linguistic modal- 401

ities. Similarly, our approach gains 1.68% over 402

the next best performing method EFN (Feng et al., 403

2021) on the Referit dataset, reflecting its ability 404

to ground unstructured regions (e.g., the sky, free 405

space). We also achieve solid performance gains on 406

the UNC dataset at both resolutions, indicating that 407

our method can effectively utilize the positional 408

words to localize the correct instance of an object 409
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Method UNC UNC+ G-Ref Referit
val testA testB val testA testB val test

RRN (Li et al., 2018) 55.33 57.26 53.95 39.75 42.15 36.11 36.45 63.63
CMSA (Ye et al., 2019) 58.32 60.61 55.09 43.76 47.60 37.89 39.98 63.80

STEP (Chen et al., 2019) 60.04 63.46 57.97 48.19 52.33 40.41 46.40 64.13
BRIN (Hu et al., 2020) 61.35 63.37 59.57 48.57 52.87 42.13 48.04 63.46

LSCM (Hui et al., 2020) 61.47 64.99 59.55 49.34 53.12 43.50 48.05 66.57
CMPC (Huang et al., 2020) 61.36 64.53 59.64 49.56 53.44 43.23 49.05 65.53

BUSNet* (Yang et al., 2021) 62.56 65.61 60.38 50.98 56.14 43.51 49.98 -
EFN* (Feng et al., 2021) 62.76 65.69 59.67 51.50 55.24 43.01 51.93 66.70

SHNet* (320× 320) 63.98 67.51 60.48 51.79 56.49 43.83 48.95 68.38
SHNet* (448× 448) 65.32 68.56 62.04 52.75 58.46 44.12 49.90 69.19

Table 1: Comparison with State-Of-the-Arts on Overall IoU metric, ∗ indicates results without using DenseCRF
post processing. Best scores are shown in red and the second best are shown in blue. Our method uses DeepLabv3+
backbone for both resolutions.

Method prec@0.5 prec@0.6 prec@0.7 prec@0.8 prec@0.9 Overall IoU
1 Baseline 61.47 54.01 43.74 27.47 7.21 54.70
2 Only HCAM 68.44 61.58 52.10 35.63 9.71 59.53
3 Only SFM 72.56 66.58 57.91 40.73 12.82 62.16
4 SFM+ConvLSTM 74.34 68.89 60.67 42.95 13.35 63.30
5 SFM+Conv3D 74.07 68.74 60.50 43.14 13.58 63.16
6 SHNet w/o Glove 74.23 68.42 59.77 42.47 13.66 62.19
7 SHNet w/o P.E 74.0 68.36 59.71 43.15 13.36 63.07
8 SHNet 75.18 69.36 61.21 46.16 16.23 63.98

Table 2: Ablation Studies on Validation set of UNC, SHNet is the full architecture with both SFM and HCAM
modules. The input image resolution is 320× 320 in each case.

from multiple ones. EFN (Feng et al., 2021) (un-410

derlined in Table 1) gives the best performance on411

G-Ref dataset; however, it is fine-tuned on the UNC412

pre-trained model. With similar fine-tuning, SHNet413

achieves 56.44% overall IoU, surpassing EFN by a414

large margin. However, such an experimental setup415

is incorrect, as there is a significant overlap be-416

tween G-Ref test and UNC training set. Hence, in417

Table 1 we report performance on a model trained418

on G-Ref from scratch. Performance of SHNet419

is marginally below BusNet on the G-Ref dataset.420

Feature maps in SHNet have a lower resolution of421

18 × 18 compared to 40 × 40 resolution used by422

other methods and that possibly leads to a drop in423

performance on G-Ref, which has extremely small424

target objects. We could not train SHNet on higher425

resolution feature maps due to memory limits in-426

duced by multi-head attention (on RTX 2080Ti427

GPU); however, training on higher resolution input428

improves results.429

4.4 Ablation Studies430

We perform ablation studies on the UNC dataset’s431

validation split. All methods are evaluated on432

Precision@X and Overall IoU metrics, and the433

results are illustrated in Table 2. Unless specified,434

the backbone used for ablations is DeepLabv3+435

trained at 320× 320 resolution. The feature extrac- 436

tion process described in Section 3.1 is used for all 437

ablation studies. ASPP + ConvUpsample decoder 438

is also common to all the experiments. 439

Baseline: The baseline model involves direct 440

concatenation of visual features with the tiled tex- 441

tual feature to result in multi-modal feature of 442

shape R(Cv+Cl)×H×W . This multi-modal feature 443

is passed as input to ASPP + ConvUpsample de- 444

coder. 445

HCAM without SFM: “Only HCAM" network 446

differs with baseline method only on the fusion 447

process of hierarchical multi-modal features. Intro- 448

ducing the HCAM module over baseline results in 449

4.83 % improvement on the Overall IoU metric and 450

an improvement of 2.5 % on the prec@0.9 metric 451

(illustrated in Table 2), indicating that the HCAM 452

module results in refined segmentation masks. 453

SFM without HCAM: Similarly, the “Only 454

SFM" network differs from the baseline method in 455

how different types of visual-linguistic interactions 456

are captured. We observe significant performance 457

gains of 7.46 % over the baseline, indicating that 458

simultaneous interactions help identify the referent. 459

SFM + X: We replace HCAM module with 460

other multi-level fusion techniques like ConvL- 461

STM and Conv3D. Comparing the performance 462
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Figure 4: Qualitative results comparing the baseline against SHNet.

“the right half of the sandwich on the left"

(a) Original Image (b) Only HCAM module (c) Only SFM module (d) SHNet (e) Ground Truth

Figure 5: Qualitative results corresponding to combinations of proposed modules. In (b) we show results when only
HCAM module is used, (c) result with only SFM module being used, (d) output mask when both SFM and HCAM
modules are used

of SFM+ConvLSTM with SHNet (SFM+HCAM),463

we observe that HCAM is indeed effective at fus-464

ing hierarchical multi-modal features (Table 2). For465

SFM+Conv3D, we stack multi-level features along466

a new depth dimension resulting in 3D features,467

and perform 3D convolution on them. The same468

filter is applied to different level features that re-469

sult in each level feature converging on a common470

region in the image. SFM+Conv3D achieves a471

similar performance as SFM+ConvLSTM while472

using fewer parameters. Using Conv3D achieves473

higher Precision@0.8 and Precision@0.9 than Con-474

vLSTM, suggesting that it leads to more refined475

maps. It is worth noting that HCAM also uses476

Conv3D at the end, and the additional gains of477

SHNet over SFM+Conv3D suggest the benefits of478

hierarchical information exchange in HCAM.479

Glove and Positional Embeddings: We verify480

Glove embeddings’ significance by replacing it481

with one hot embedding. We also validate the use-482

fulness of Positional Embeddings (P.E.) by training483

a model without them. Both variants observe a484

drop in performance (Table 2), with the drop being485

more significant in the variant without Glove em-486

beddings. These ablations suggest the importance 487

of capturing word-level semantics and positional- 488

aware features. 489

In Table 3, we present ablations with differ- 490

ent backbones at different resolution. The results 491

demonstrate that our approach does not heavily rely 492

on backbone for its performance gains, as even with 493

a vanilla Imagenet pre-trained Resnet101 backbone, 494

not fine-tuned on segmentation task, we outperform 495

existing methods at both resolutions. Predictably, 496

using a backbone fine-tuned on a segmentation task 497

gives further performance gain. 498

backbone resolution val testA testB

Resnet101 320 x 320 63.76 67.05 60.15
448 x 448 64.88 68.08 60.82

DeepLabv3+ 320 x 320 63.98 67.51 60.48
448 x 448 65.29 68.56 62.04

Table 3: Result with different backbone at different
input resolutions on UNC dataset.

We also present ablations with different aggrega- 499

tion modules in Table 4. We use the modules pre- 500

sented in MGATE (Ye et al., 2019), TGFE (Huang 501

et al., 2020) and GBFM (Hui et al., 2020), for 502
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“top bowl" “left plate on top" “left plate on bottom" “front bowl" “right bowl" “empty plates in center"

Figure 6: Output predictions of SHNet for an anchored image with varying linguistic expressions.

Aggregation Module Overall IOU
320x320 448x448

MGATE (Ye et al., 2019) 62.59 63.35
TGFE (Huang et al., 2020) 62.94 63.72
GBFM (Hui et al., 2020) 62.72 63.83

HCAM 63.98 65.32

Table 4: Comparing performance of recent Aggrega-
tion Modules on the UNC val dataset at different input
resolutions

Word-Pixel Attention

center case on floor with squares

Pixel-Pixel Attention center case on floor with squares Word-Word Attention

Figure 7: Visualization of Inter-modal and Intra-modal
interactions in SFM.

which codes were publicly available. HCAM con-503

sistently outperforms other methods by clear mar-504

gins at both resolution.505

4.5 Qualitative Results506

Figure 4 presents qualitative results comparing507

SHNet against the baseline model. SHNet local-508

izes heavily occluded objects (Figure 4 (a) and (b));509

reasons on the overall essence of the highly ambigu-510

ous sentences (e.g. “person you cannot see", “right511

photo not left photo") and; distinguishes among512

multiple instances of the same type of object based513

on attributes and appearance cues (Figure 4 (b),514

(c), and (e)). While, without any reasoning stage,515

the baseline model struggles to segment the correct516

instance and confuse it with similar objects. Figure517

4 (d) and (f) illustrate the ability of SHNet to lo-518

calize unstructured non-explicit objects like “dark519

area" and “blue thing". The potential of SHNet to520

perform relative positional reasoning is highlighted521

in Figure 4 (b), (e), and (f). 522

We outline the contributions of both SFM and 523

HCAM modules in Figure 5. “Only HCAM" net- 524

work does not involve any reasoning, however, it 525

manages to predict the left sandwich with refined 526

boundaries. “Only SFM" network understands the 527

concept of “the right half of the sandwich" and 528

leads to much better output; however, the output 529

mask bleeds around the boundaries, and an extra 530

small noisy segment is visible. The full model 531

benefits from the reasoning in “SFM," and when 532

combined with HCAM facilitates information ex- 533

change across hierarchies to predict correct refined 534

mask as output. In Figure 6, we anchor an image 535

and vary the linguistic expression. SHNet is able 536

to reason about different linguistic expressions suc- 537

cessfully and ground them. Inter-modal and Intra- 538

modal interactions captured by SFM are illustrated 539

in Figure 7. Pixel-pixel interactions highlight im- 540

age regions corresponding to the referent. For the 541

given expression, “squares" contains the differenti- 542

ating information and is assigned high importance 543

for different words. Additionally, for each word 544

appropriate region in the image is attended. 545

Additional qualitative examples with success 546

and failure cases are provided in the supplementary 547

material. 548

5 Conclusion 549

In this work, we tackled the task of Referring Im- 550

age Segmentation. We proposed a simple yet ef- 551

fective SFM to capture comprehensive interactions 552

between modalities in a single step, allowing us to 553

simultaneously consider the contextual information 554

from both modalities. Furthermore, we introduced 555

a novel HCAM module to aggregate multi-modal 556

context across hierarchies. Our approach achieves 557

strong performance on RIS benchmarks without 558

any post-processing. We present thorough quanti- 559

tative and qualitative experiments to demonstrate 560

the efficacy of all the proposed components. 561
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